COVID-19 Positive Case at Thabazimbi Magistrate Court

Thabazimbi Magistrate Court recorded a positive case wherein disinfection was arranged for Saturday, 22 August 2020 to ensure that service can resume on Monday, 24 August 2020. The Department of Health advised that those who transported the infected official must test and isolate immediately until receiving results. However, those who were in the meeting and those who exchanged documents need not isolate or test, unless they were not wearing their masks or did not sanitize their hands as per health protocols. Furthermore, any employee who does not feel well or showing symptoms can test.

Members are thus advised to ensure that they constantly wash or disinfect their hands, wear masks and observe social distancing to contain the spread of the virus. The failure to observe safety measures will compromise the health and safety of families and colleagues. The employer is commended for timeous engagement with the Department of Health to ensure the implementation of health protocols in case of a COVID-19 case.
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